
 

 

Jewelry Making | Ukulele | Taekwondo | Toyology  

I Am a Graphic Designer | Chinese in the Garden  

Let’s Visit Japan | Create your own Comic Book | Club Jam 

Basketball | Cooking with Sprouts | Chess I, II & III 

Advanced Art Techniques | Pigeons, Piggies & Elephants 

Art Journaling | Team FUNdamentals | Robotics | Yoga 

Firecracker Math | Art Extravaganza | Sewing | Violin 

Tricks & Treats | Ultimate Frisbee | Jumpin’ Gymsters 
 

Havens Elementary School    

After School Enrichment Spring 2018 
 

    

 

  Session Dates:  March 19th – May 25th  
 

Monday 
No class 4/2 

 

 
More Art 

Extravaganza 
Grades TK-1 

 

 
Chinese in the 

Garden 
Grades K-3 

 
Sewing 

Grades 1-2 

 
Basketball 
Techniques    
Grades 2-4 

 
Beginning 
Ukulele 

Grades 3-5 
 

 
Create 

Your Own 
Comic Book 
Grades 3-5 

 

 
Tuesday 
No class 4/3 

 

 
Toyology 

Grades TK-1 
 

 
Cooking with 

Sprouts 
Grades K-2 

 
Taekwondo 
Grades 1-3 

 
Advanced Art 
Techniques 
Grades 2-5 

 

 
Firecracker 

Math 
Grades 3-5 

      
 

  

 

 
Wednesday 

No class 4/4 
 

 
Jumpin’ 

Gymsters 
Grades TK-K 

 
Tricks and 

Treats: Food 
Science 

Grades K-1 

 
Chess Levels 

I, II & III 
Grades 1-5 

 
I Am a 
Graphic 
Designer 

Grades 2-5 

 
Cooking  

with Sprouts 
Grades 3-5 

 
Robotics 
with Mrs. 

Smith 
Grades 3-5 

 
Basketball 

Skills & 
Scrimmage 

Grade 5 
 

Thursday 
No class 4/5 

 

 
Let’s Visit 

Japan 
Grades TK-1 

 
Club Jam 

Grades K-2 

 
Yoga 

Grades 1-5 

 
Team 

FUNdamentals 
Grades 2-5 

 

 
Intermediate 

Violin 
Grades 3-5 

 

 
Art  

Journaling  
Grades 3-5 

 

 
Friday 

No class 4/6 
 

 
Pigeons, 
Piggies & 
Elephants  

Grades TK-2 

 
Jewelry 
Making 

Grades 3-5 

 
Ultimate 
Frisbee 

Grades 3-5 

 
 

 
 
  

  

Registration begins March 5th / Classes Begin March 19th 
ENROLL at: www.sportability.com/havens 

No Transportation Provided 
Parents are responsible for the transportation of their child from the child’s classroom at Havens to the location of the enrichment class, 
unless otherwise provided in the class description below.  Interested parents of younger grade children are encouraged to form “walking 
carpools” with other parents. Students left after class for 10+ minutes will be sent to Schoolmates.  
 
Registration, Cancellation, and Refunds Policy:  Registration begins on Monday, March 5th, 2018.  Classes begin on Monday, March 19, 
2018.  Cancel or change registration by Friday, March 16, 2018 to receive a refund minus a 10% processing fee.  No refunds 
after March 16, 2018.  Register online at www.sportability.com/havens. Class registration closes at midnight prior to the first day of the 
class, registration after this point will be charged a $25 late fee.  Enrichment classes offered at Havens are organized and coordinated by 
parent volunteers.  A portion of the cost of each enrichment class goes to the Havens Parents Club. Please contact Samantha Nobles-Block 
(samantha.nobles@gmail.com), Cindy Hinman (cindy.kok@gmail.com) or Carey Valentine (carey.valentine@gmail.com), Co-Chairs for After 
School Enrichment, with general questions.  For class specific questions, please contact class coordinators below. 



 

 

Advanced Art Techniques (Gr 2- 5)     ALL NEW PROJECTS! 
Taught by art teacher, Bella Gordon, students will learn the fundamental skills 
and techniques of drawing, which will include observing objects, shading, 
painting and collage. Students will work with different techniques and 
materials including charcoal, chalk pastel, watercolor and acrylic paint. This 
class will help them discover their own expressionistic power that combines 
drawing and painting with imaginative collage. 
Tuesdays 3:10 - 4:10 | Room 315  
$218| Min 8, Max 20 
Number of Sessions: 9 (no class 4/3)     
Info: Anne Peterson (anneepeterson@icloud.com) 

Art Journaling with Ms. Campbell (Gr 3-5)    
Join Ms. Campbell to create a beautiful art journal! Students will learn different 
art techniques while creating themed pages in their journals, often combining 
art and writing in unique and interesting ways! If you've already taken art 
journaling, just bring your current journal and we will keep adding to it. 
Thursdays 3:10 - 4:30 | Room 326 
$222 | Min 10, Max 18  
Number of Sessions: 8 (no class 3/29, 4/5) 
Info: Laura Amen (laura_amen@hotmail.com)      80 minute class 

Basketball Skills & Scrimmage (Gr 5)  
This program was designed to get students ready for Middle School 
Basketball! Participants will be broken into teams to compete in skills-based 
competitions and scrimmages that focus on developing their skills and 
knowledge of the game. Our primary development objectives include game 
strategy, positions, plays, court spacing, offensive/defensive transitions, 
teamwork, and sportsmanship.   
Wednesdays 2:00 - 3:00 | MPR  
$210 | Min 10, Max 20  
Number of Sessions: 9 (no class 4/4) 
Info: Juanita Osborn (juanitaosborn@gmail.com) 

Basketball Techniques & Teamwork (Gr 2-4)  
This program was designed to teach young athletes the fundamentals of 
basketball through play. Each week, participants will be broken into teams to 
compete in a series of skill-based games that focus developing their skills, 
confidence, and passion for the game. Development objectives include 
dribbling, passing, shooting, defense, strategy, agility, self-esteem, teamwork, 
and sportsmanship. Skyhawks coaches provide a positive environment where 
players of all ages and abilities can participate in friendly competition. 
Mondays 3:10 – 4:10 | MPR  
$210| Min 10, Max 20  
Number of Sessions: 9 (no class 4/2) 
Info: Juanita Osborn (juanitaosborn@gmail.com) 

Beginning Ukulele (Gr 3-5)                          
Ukulele time with Mr. Campana! Learn to play simple chords and songs on the 
ukulele. Students will learn about the instrument, how to stay in tune, read 
chord charts, strum, and play songs in a group setting. No previous 
experience necessary. Students must purchase ukulele & tuner. 
Recommended are Kala 15s Soprano ukulele with soft case (about $60) & 
Snark ukulele tuner ($10). Other lower priced options may be found on 
Amazon or local shops.  Open to all returning students and new grades 3-5 
students. 
Mondays 3:10 – 4:10 | Room 338 
$185 | Min 6, Max 12 
Number of Sessions: 9 (no class 4/2)  
Info: Joy Nieman (jnieman33@gmail.com) 

Chess (Gr 1-5)                                    
Berkeley Chess School provides 20 minutes of instruction and 40 minutes of 
supervised play. In addition to critical thinking and problem solving, chess 
teaches patience, respect for others and good sportsmanship. Players begin in 
Chess I and advance to Chess II or Chess III at the direction of the instructor 
(if a student was in Chess II during the previous session; he/she may register 
for Chess II). *50% discount offered to additional siblings enrolled. 
Wednesdays:  Chess I | 2:00 - 3:00 | Room 342 
Wednesdays:  Chess II | 2:00 - 3:00 | Room 344 
Wednesdays:  Chess III| 2:00 - 3:00 | Room 357 
$199*| Min 10, Max 20  
Number of Sessions: 9 (no class 4/4) 
Info: Juanita Osborn (juanitaosborn@gmail.com) 

Chinese in the Garden (Gr K-3)                  
Expose your child to Mandarin Chinese in a fun and authentic setting while 
they work in Havens’ outdoor garden. In this class children hear and practice 
speaking Chinese while engaging in thoughtful art, gardening and cooking 
explorations. Activities include growing seasonal vegetables that we can 
harvest and taste and exploring creative art and craft projects using treasures 
we find in nature.  
Mondays 3:10 - 4:00 | Room 110 
$230 | Min 6, Max 10  
Number of Sessions: 8 (no class 4/2, 4/9) 
Instructor will walk K students to class. Parents are responsible for 
pick-up at end of class or Ks can be walked to Schoolmates.                                                          
Info: Eileen Kwei (eileenkwei@gmail.com)                     
50 minute class 

Club Jam (Gr K-2)                                        NEW CLASS! 
Club Jam is an introductory music course incorporating both singing and 
percussion. Students participate in simple and engaging music games and 
activities as well as sing songs as a class. This is a FUN class that builds a 
musical foundation to sharpen student’s minds, fusing creative and analytical 
thought development.  Students will get an introduction to rhythm with song, 
clap and play with percussive beats.  Hand drums and percussive instruments 
are provided.   
Thursdays 3:10 - 4:10 | Music Room 
$199 | Min 8, Max 12  
Number of Sessions: 9 (no class 4/5) 
Instructor will walk K students to class. Parents are responsible for pick-
up at end of class or Ks can be walked to Schoolmates.                                                          
Info: Joy Nieman (jnieman33@gmail.com) 

Cooking with Sprouts (Gr K-2) / (Gr 3-5)   
Sprouts’ Chefs are thrilled to share their love for wholesome food and hands-
on cooking with your aspiring chefs! As we examine how and when our local 
food is grown, your aspiring chef will do everything themselves, from prep 
work and cooking to tasting and enjoying the recipe s/he created. We focus 
on simple, local, delicious and nutritious recipes that allow plenty of room for 
our aspiring chefs to add their own creative twist.   
Gr K-2|Tuesdays 3:10 – 4:40 | Teachers’ Kitchen 
$303 | Min 7, Max 10 Number of Sessions: 9 (no class 4/3)            
Gr 3-5 |Wednesdays 2:00 – 3:30 | Teachers’ Kitchen 
$303| Min 7, Max 13 Number of Sessions: 9 (no class 4/4)            
Info: Laura Amen (laura_amen@hotmail.com)              90 minute class 
NOTE:  Instructor will walk K students to class. Parents are responsible 
for pick-up or K students can be walked to Schoolmates.                            

Create Your Own Comic Book (Gr 3-5)           
In this class, students will sketch and brainstorm their own visual stories 
starting with simple sketches and work their way up to a sequential narrative 
from their imagination.  If your child loves creating their own characters and 
drawing their favorite superheroes or fantastical creatures, then this is the 
class for them! Students study the elements of illustration and create their own 
comics. Class includes the study and practice of basic comic & cartoon drawing 
techniques, character design, storyboarding, scripting and paneling. With a 
variety of tools, students have an excellent opportunity to hone and express 
their creativity. 
Mondays 3:10 – 4:10 | Room 342   
$239 | Min 8, Max 12  
Number of Sessions: 9 (no class 4/2) 
Info: Joy Nieman (jnieman33@gmail.com) 

Firecracker Math (Gr 3-5)                 NOW FOR GRADES 3-5! 
The Firecracker Math program offers kids a broad variety of age-
appropriate yet challenging math topics and activities, and enhances 
their natural curiosity. We explore math concepts and elements from 
number theory, geometry, combinatorics, game theory, and more. 
Students develop a love for math as they learn and develop their 
reasoning skills and logical thinking, and build a solid math foundation.  
Tuesdays 3:10 - 4:10 | Room 351  
$180| Min 5, Max 12  
Number of Sessions: 9 (no class 4/3) 
Info: Joy Nieman (jnieman33@gmail.com) 

I Am a Graphic Designer (Gr 2-5)          
All new projects for young designers & entrepreneurs! The kids will design 
logos for toy brands, milk cartons, music magazines, app interfaces, etc. (w/o 
using computers). We will also create user friendly playgrounds, scooters & 
more. The kids will learn about the elements of graphic design, how to develop 
visuals and how to present to an audience. They will work solo as well as in 
groups and present and discuss their work. Taught by Ta Mueller-Harvey. 
Wednesdays 2:00 – 3:00 | Room 315  
$211| Min 12, Max 25  
Number of Sessions: 9 (no class 4/4) 
Info: Anne Peterson (anneepeterson@icloud.com) 



 

 

Intermediate Violin (Gr 3-5)    
Come play violin with Mrs. Revelli! This class is for students who have had at 
least one year of instruction on violin and are interested in continuing their 
studies. We will continue our lessons with the Suzuki repertoire & more and 
begin to look at the basic fundamentals of sight reading.  
Thursdays 3:10 – 4:10 | Room 305 
$174 | Min 6, Max 15  
Number of Sessions: 9 (no class 4/5) 
Info: Claudia Chan (cpchan915@gmail.com) 

Jewelry Making (Gr 3-5)                           NOW FOR GRADES 3-5!                       
Join local designer Ruth Tillman to learn fun jewelry techniques and make your 
own jewelry.  Projects will include clay charms, bead necklaces, cross stitch 
backpack charms, shrinky dink jewelry, mini embroidered pendants and 
friendship bracelets.   
Fridays 3:10 - 4:40 | Room 311 
$255| Min 5, Max 12  
Number of Sessions: 9 (no class 4/6)     
Info: Kala Hale (kalahale@gmail.com)                       90 minute class                

Jumpin’ Gymsters (Gr TK-K)     
Taught by Jumpin’ Gymsters trained staff, this class provides a safe 
environment where children will have fun being active through movement, 
tumbling, games and sports! Instructors will provide equipment such as 
tumbling mats, balance beams, parachutes and more. 
Wednesday 2:00 – 3:00 | Ellen Driscoll (Field on 5/16) 
$268 | Min 6, Max 20  
Number of Sessions: 9 (no class 4/4) 
NOTE: Instructor will walk students to class.  Parents are responsible for pick-
up at end of class or students can be walked to Schoolmates. 
Info: Kala Hale (kalahale@gmail.com) 

Let’s Visit Japan with Mrs. Vogel (Gr TK-1)       NEW CLASS!  
We'll learn all about Japan.  We'll learn about the Japanese flag, Children's 
Day, Taiko drumming and much more!  We'll make shibori tye die cloth, bento 
boxes, Taiko drums and even learn to write some words in Japanese.  Come 
join the fun! 
Thursdays 3:15 - 4:15 | Room 113   
$201 | Min 10, Max 25 
Number of Sessions: 9 (no class 4/5) 
NOTE: Instructor will walk TK-K students to class.  Parents are responsible for 
pick-up at end of class or TK-K students can be walked to Schoolmates. 
Info: Eileen Kwei (eileenkwei@gmail.com) 

More Art Extravaganza (Gr TK-1)            ALL NEW PROJECTS! 
Let's make more art with Mrs. Vogel! We'll paint, weave, draw, sculpt and 
much more. Throughout the class, we'll explore famous artists and the 
elements of art such as line, shape, color, form and texture.  This class will 
feature all new art projects continuing the winter class.  New students are 
encouraged to join!  
Mondays 3:15 – 4:15| Room 113 
$195 | Min 10, Max 25  
Number of Sessions: 9 (no class 4/2) 
NOTE:  Instructor will walk TK-K students to class. Parents are responsible for 
pick-up at end of class or TK-K students can be walked to Schoolmates.   
Info: Eileen Kwei (eileenkwei@gmail.com) 

Robotics with Mrs. Smith (Gr 3-5)               ALL NEW PROJECTS! 
Learn coding skills by completing puzzles on a tablet - then team up to 
navigate robots through complicated mazes, teach them to react to their 
environment, and complete crazy challenges. Dancing, racing, acting, telling 
jokes....all are possibilities as you become the masters of Mrs. Smith's herd of 
likable and friendly robots. 
Wednesdays 2:00 - 3:15 | Room 307 
$189 | Min 8, Max 12  
Number of Sessions: 7 (no class 4/4, 4/18, 5/9) 
Info: Joy Nieman (jnieman33@gmail.com)                                
75 minute class                        

Pigeons, Piggies & Elephants with Mrs. Adams (Gr TK-2)            
We can draw, we can write, we can craft! Learn how to draw and make crafts 
of the characters in Mo Willems books like Elephant, Piggie, and The Pigeon. 
Learn how to write stories in his style with talking and thought bubbles. And 
Mrs. Adams will read Mo Willems books for every class!  
Fridays 3:15 - 4:15 | Room 109 
$162 | Min 15, Max 22  
Number of Sessions: 7 (no class 3/23, 4/6, 5/4) 
NOTE: Instructor will walk TK-K students to class. Parents are responsible for 
pick-up at end of class or TK-K kids can be walked to Schoolmates. 
Info: Beshka Vukasin (beshkasf@yahoo.com) 

Sewing (Gr 1-2)        
Taught by local artist, Ruth Tillman, your child will enjoy learning the 
foundation skills of sewing that will last a lifetime.  Students will choose from a 
number of kit projects developed by the teacher herself and begin with 
hand sewing decorative stitches, learning how a simple pillow pattern is put 
together and ending with basic sewing machine skills.  
Mondays 3:10 - 4:40 | Room 324 
$255 | Min 5, Max 12  
Number of Sessions: 9 (no class 4/2) 
Info: Kala Hale (kalahale@gmail.com)                          
90 minute class                        

Taekwondo (Gr 1-3)                                           
Taekwondo, a well-rounded martial art that originated in Korea, teaches 
children discipline and respect for themselves and others, while raising self-
esteem and lowering anxiety. Training in Taekwondo is an excellent tool for 
building and maintaining muscle tone, and channels internal and external 
energy toward constructive uses.  
Tuesdays 3:10 – 4:10 | MPR  
$239 | Min 8, Max 15 
Number of Sessions: 9 (no class 4/3)     
Info: Claudia Chan (cpchan915@gmail.com) 

Team FUNdamentals (Gr 2-5) 
Join Mr. Hamilton for an hour of high-energy outdoor games and 
activities that will burn off energy from being in the class all day. The 
class will then move inside where students complete their homework 
and participate in academic activities/games.  
Thursdays 3:10 - 5:10 | Ellen Driscoll  
$315 | Min 5, Max 20  
Thursdays: Number of Sessions: 9 (no class 4/5) 
Info:  Jennifer Hong (fujenn@gmail.com)                           
2 hour class 

Toyology by Sarah’s Science (Gr TK-1)       ALL NEW PROJECTS! 
In these exciting hands-on science classes, we will build a variety of toys 
and use them to demonstrate major scientific concepts such as energy, 
electricity, light, gravity, motion, friction, magnetism and simple 
machines. Each student will construct and take home a science toy in 
every class. Projects include electro static snow storm, rubber band straw 
rocket mini monster car, and electrical styrobot.  
Tuesdays 3:15 - 4:15 | Room 101 
$287 | Min 15, Max 25  
Number of Sessions:  9 (no class 4/3) 
NOTE: Instructor will walk TK-K students to class.  Parents are responsible for 
pick-up at end of class or TK-K students can be walked to Schoolmates. 
Info: Jennifer Hong (fujenn@gmail.com) 

Tricks & Treats: Food Science (Gr K-1)         NEW CLASS! 
In Camp Edmo’s Tricks and Treats program, students will learn how 
chemistry is involved in the cooking process and how chemical reactions 
transform our kitchen ingredients into delicious meals and treats. 
Students will be introduced to acid/base reactions and how the structure 
of molecules change when heat or cold is applied in baking, cooking or 
freezing.  
Wednesdays 2:00 – 3:00 | Room 110 
$239 | Min 10, Max 15 
Number of Sessions: 9 (no class 4/4)     
NOTE: Instructor will walk TK/K students to class.  Parents are responsible for 
pick-up at end of class or TK/K kids can be walked to Schoolmates. 
Info:  Beshka Vukasin (beshkasf@yahoo.com) 

Ultimate Frisbee (Gr 3-5)                              
Learn to play one of the fastest growing sports in the world: Ultimate 
Frisbee (aka “Ultimate”)!  Ultimate combines elements of basketball, 
soccer, and non-contact football.  Each session includes instruction, drills, 
and supervised scrimmages.  
Fridays 3:10 - 4:10 | Field (ED for inclement weather) 
$160 | Min 10, Max 15 
Number of Sessions: 9 (no class 4/6)  
Info:  Kala Hale (kalahale@gmail.com) 

Yoga – Strike a Pose (Gr 1-5)    
Strike a pose! Find the length in the body by standing tall in tadasana. Find 
the width of the body in Warrior 2. Fold the body in child's pose. Join Katy 
Levin, a Havens teacher and a certified yoga instructor, for an hour 
practice to weave aromatherapy, movement, and resting poses. 
Thursdays 3:10 – 4:10 | Room 357                                                                                                  
$174 | Min 5, Max 12                                                                                                                                   
Number of Sessions:  9 (no class 4/5)   
Info: Annie Horton (annieghorton@gmail.com)                                                                                      


